SHIPPED
THE POWER OF THE PRESENT

There are over 300 yoga
poses, but even the
easiest ones can help
you increase flexibility,
alleviate stress and
become more focused.
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NO-FEAR

Yoga

Don’t be intimidated by the handstand splits and
legs-behind-the-head poses on your Instagram feed.
Even the simplest poses can boost your physical
fitness and enhance mindfulness.
// b y A . J . H a n l e y //

A

s a longtime yoga
practitioner—and newly
certified instructor—I hear
it all the time: “I’m not
flexible enough to do yoga! I can’t
even touch my toes!” It’s hardly
surprising. Between our Westernized
focus on the physical postures and
those crazy poses flooding our
social media feeds, the ancient
practice may seem like it’s not suited
to anyone who’s less than super fit
and uber-flexible. And if you’re
avoiding it because you’re not a

human pretzel, that means you’re
missing out on its fitness and
mindfulness benefits.
“You don’t have to be Gumby to
practice yoga,” says Kristin McGee,
a Peloton yoga instructor in New
York City. With its variety of styles
and seemingly endless number of
modifications of poses, yoga is
for everybody, regardless of size,
shape or ability.
But while flexibility isn’t a
prerequisite for practicing, it can be
a welcome side effect—one that may
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THE POWER OF THE PRESENT

Into the Stretch

These poses are ideal for the not-so-bendy yogi.
➜ Ragdoll pose Begin with your
feet hip-width or wider apart and
your knees flexed. Bend forward
from your hips, allowing your
head to hang down between your
upper arms. Cross your arms
and softly grasp each elbow with
the opposite hand. Hold for eight
breaths, changing the cross of
your forearms halfway through.

➜ Extended child’s pose
Come into a kneeling position
with your big toes together,
then sit back on your heels.
Lengthen your spine up through
the crown of your head. On
an exhalation, bow forward,
draping your torso over your
thighs. Allow your forehead to
come to the floor with your
arms extended in front of you.
Close your eyes and hold for
eight breaths.
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➜ Downward-Facing Dog
Starting on all fours, press your
hands firmly into the floor, tuck
your toes and lift your hips up
and back as you work on creating
a triangle shape (hips form the
point, arms form one side and legs
the other side). Feet should be
parallel, with your heels stretching
toward the floor; knees may be
bent if hamstrings are tight.
Hold for eight to 10 breaths.

➜ Crescent Lunge Start on all
fours. Then step one foot forward
between your hands and slide the
opposite leg back, dropping your
knee and pressing top of foot to the
mat. On an inhale, lift your rib cage
and roll your shoulders back as you
sweep your arms up to the ceiling,
palms facing each other, while lifting
your knee off floor. After five to eight
breaths, switch to other side.

help you avoid injury and pain down
the line. “Yoga teaches proper
alignment and strengthens the core
and supporting muscles, so you can
go into a pose safely,” McGee says.
Slow, steady breathing also activates
the parasympathetic nervous system,
which calms the body and brain.
“Instead of reacting and tensing up
when you stretch, the breath allows
you to soften and go deeper.”

BODY AND
MIND BENEFITS

  And rolling out your mat does
a lot more than keep you limber.
In the Yoga Sutras, the book about
the practice written by Patanjali in
400 CE, asana, or the physical
practice, is just one of eight
foundational principles. “Yoga is
about cultivating a flexibility in
the mind, being open to learning
new things and connecting to your
body and emotions,” says Christine
Gagen, a yoga instructor in Miami
and New York City. Typically, that’s
accomplished through a series of
poses that synchronize the breath
with movement, along with
intention-setting and meditation,
which help clear the mind.
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Cardiology found that it reduced
the risk of heart disease as much
as conventional exercise. Plus, on
average, participants lost five
pounds, decreased their blood
pressure and lowered their bad
cholesterol by 12 points.

GIVING YOGA A GO

A number of websites
offer streaming classes
(see sidebar) that make
it easy to practice at
your own pace at home.

“Noticing what’s happening in the
body in that moment draws attention
away from our stressful, habitual
thought patterns,” explains Heidi
Fokine, a yoga teacher at The Giving
Room in Southold, New York. That’s
one of the reasons yoga has been
linked to reducing anxiety, easing
insomnia and boosting mood. In a
2017 study from Goldsmiths,
University of London, subjects
reported experiencing an uptick in
energy and self-esteem after striking
yoga poses for just two minutes.
“With its emphasis on watching
the breath and staying present,
yoga can also help with focus and
concentration,” McGee says. In
a 2015 study published in the
Journal of Physical Activity and
Health, just 20 minutes improved
the brain’s ability to quickly and
accurately process information.
Of course, there are physical
benefits as well. A growing body of
research shows that yoga can benefit
people with a number of chronic
health conditions, ranging from
asthma and arthritis to back pain,
high blood pressure and type 2
diabetes. A 2016 review in the
European Journal of Preventive

  To get started, shop around until
you find a style geared to your
personality and goals. Iyengar is an
alignment-based practice that enlists
various props to make the poses
accessible, while Ashtanga and
vinyasa classes are more flowy and
movement-intense. If it’s spiritual
awareness you’re seeking, consider
Kundalini, which melds breath and
energy work with meditation. For a
dose of zen, there’s restorative yoga:
As rejuvenating as a nap, it uses
passive stretching to open the body
and help you relax.
“Whichever you choose, start
with a beginner’s class, which has a
slower pace and more explanation,”
says Fokine. And make use of the
blocks, straps, blankets and bolsters
to support you in the poses—for
instance, loop a strap around your
foot in a seated forward bend to keep
your back safe while stretching your
hamstrings. Blocks can be placed
under your heels or the palms of your
hands in downward-facing dog to
help you maintain alignment.
If you feel pain, back out of
the pose. “Let intelligence and
compassion take you into a pose,”
says Fokine. “Then focus on ease of
movement and quality of breath.”
I often remind my students that
yoga is a journey rather than a
destination, and that no one is
judging or criticizing you. Just as a
runner doesn’t wake up one morning
and complete a marathon, don’t
expect to master a pose right out of
the gate. Next time you come across
those wow-worthy postures on
Instagram, use them as inspiration to
find your own quiet place of personal
progress in our very noisy world.

Om at home
Unlock inner peace in your
own living room with these
streaming yoga classes.

Yoga Download
This is one of
the few streaming
sites that lets you
download classes for
offline viewing. Filter by style,
level, length and intensity, then
save your favorites to watch or
download later. The user reviews
can be particularly helpful when
choosing a class.
$18/month for unlimited classes
and downloads ($1 for a two-week
trial); yogadownload.com
Glo This site offers
300-plus classes and
15 programs tailored
to newbies. From
learning the basics to
building strength to inviting deeper
sleep, Glo helps you find a practice
that meshes with your current
goals or inspires a new one.
$18/month for unlimited-access
yoga and meditation classes
after a free 15-day trial; glo.com
YogiApproved The
price is definitely right
for a site that offers
a fun variety of yoga
classes, as well as
programs designed to expand your
practice and build skills. Download
the YA Classes App to take your
practice with you. Bonus: A tree will
be planted for every class you take.
$10/month for unlimited access to
classes after a free seven-day trial;
yogiapproved.com
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